POS Systems for Independent Retail Stores
Our mission is to provide the independent retailer a one-stop shopping destination for all its POS needs. We
believe our choices of software and hardware provide state-of-the-art features at affordable prices. Our software
is a true "cash register" replacement, providing small retailers with powerful and intuitive inventory control
solutions. Our POS systems are designed for a wide variety of independent retail stores, with a focus on stores
that buy, sell, trade and rent inventory.

•

Buy, Sell, Trade and Rent
A complete retail solution for stores handling new and used products. Ring up sales, trade-ins, and rental items on the same
invoice!

•

Interface with Industry Databases
Save a great amount of data entry time by pulling information from the VPD database or subscribing to the BRE database,
which supplies used selling prices and trade-in values for both the complete and incomplete versions of games! The databases
also populate common fields such as title, publisher, and UPC code.

•

Power Over your Inventory
Know your exact inventory levels. Automatically fill out purchase orders for low stock items. Keep your stock levels of new
and used items at the level YOU want!

•

Improve Customer Care
Speed up your transactions. Suggest used product instead of new in order to increase your profit margins. Have a quick,
accurate lookup to see if an item is in stock. Make your customers feel as though they've gotten the highest quality of service
possible!

•

Keep Track of your Customers
Your current customers are your most likely future customers. Keep a mailing list of them. Keep accounts for a credit line, or
for store credit from trade-ins. Make occasional mailings of special offers to bring them back to your store.

As shown above, you can do multiple transaction types on a single transaction. Sell new and used, take trade-ins, sell pre-orders, and rent, all at once!

Extreme POS is built from the ground up to allow for used products and tradeins; simply check the boxes next to the item number field to use one of these
transaction options.

No need for setting up separate departments; ExtremePOS will keep used
pricing and stock levels on an item separately. Set multiple trade-in values for
complete or incomplete products and for store credit versus cash!

Easily switch back and forth between giving store credit and giving cash with
these invoice controls. You may also hold multiple transactions, allowing
customers to see the total of their trade-in before doing their shopping.

Configure multiple item numbers and descriptions for an item; track your cost
and profit margins, and other easy setup features for each item!

Have the system aid you in selling your highest margin items – the POS
system can alert you if you are selling a new copy of something you have in
stock used.
Easily search your inventory through multiple query options. Narrow or
widen your search terms to find exactly what you’re looking for!

You may also have the system alert you to when you are getting too many
copies of a game in. This will prevent you from getting dozens of copies of an
overhyped bomb in stock, wasting money and space.

Set an item up for Pre-Ordering – you can set a date when preorders can start,
a minimum deposit, and a street date that enforces when the item may be sold!

Automatically prompts for a pre-order when you attempt to set an item set as
pre-orders. The system enforces assigning that pre-order to a customer.

View preorders on the books. Filter by customer, or by what’s available in
stock. Add to the invoice to fill it, or cancel and refund the customer.

Use quick importing – scan an item that you haven’t entered into inventory,
and you’ll import the pricing, title, and other information from your industry
database.

Use the BRE Manager to update your copy of the BRE database. (VPD has a
similar program.) You can adjust prices in the BRE database to account for
regional differences, view what prices have changed, and update the prices in
your inventory based on the new BRE pricing!

The BRE database is an additional charge for ExtremePOS users and contains
used and trade-in pricing for video games; the VPD database is currently free
to ExtremePOS users and contains new pricing for both video games and for
DVDs.

ExtremePOS currently interfaces with two video game industry databases: the
BRE database and the VPD database.

Sell gift cards and print gift receipts easily for any amount.

Easily return rental items, invoicing or waiving fees on the spot.

Automatically generate bar codes for individual copies of rental items. The
system will link them to a sell through number, allowing easy tracking of all
copies of an item. Add and retire copies. Print labels using a supported
barcode printer.

Track and add customers. View their history, see what they’re buying. Keep
addresses and shipping addresses for their convenience and for compliance
with pawn store laws.

A variety of rental reports allow you to see rentals currently rented, late
items, rental histories, and rental items in stock, among other things.

Keep balances for your customers and make certain that trade-in money goes
back into your store instead of out the door. You may also use this to track
fees or to extend credit.

